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1. Ball and roller door for New Technology Network R corporations CAT. NO. 2202 - (/E 2. Technical Data A- 5 Deep Groove Ball Beast B-5 Miniature with extra carrying B-31 angular contact ball B-43 self-lined carrying ball B-65 cylinder B-25 cylinder b- Type Roller Bearing B-119 Spherical Carry B-219 Thrust Location carrying B-255 Lockwashers,
lockwashers &amp;gt; Lockplates C-1 Catalog List &amp; Appendix Table D-13. Warranty NTN warranty, in the original purchase only, that the release product that is subject to this sale (a) will conform to drawings and specifications mutually established in writing as applicable to the contract, and (b) be free of damage to material or fabric. The duration of this
warranty is one year from date of delivery. If the purchase is discovered in this period a failure of the compliant product to drawings or specifications, or a defect of material or fabric, it must promptly notify the NTN in writing. In no event will receive these notifications by NTN later than 13 months from the date of delivery. At a reasonable time after these
notifications, NTN will, within its options, (a) correct any failure to the compliant product to drawings, specifications or any damages to materials or tasks, and either replacement or repair of the product, or (b) refund, partly or at all, the purchase cost. These replacement and repairs, excluding charges for work, are at the expense of the NTN. All warranty
services must be made at service centers designated by NTN. These remedies are the buyer's exclusive remedy for warranty remedies. NTN does not warrant (a) any products, components or parts not manufactured by NTN, (B) damage caused by failure to provide a suitable installation environment for the product, (c) damage caused by the use of the
product for purposes other than those caused, (d) damage caused by disasters such as fire, flooding, air, and lightning, (e) damages caused by un authorised attachments or modifications, (f) damages during shipment, or (g) any other abuse or malicious attachment by the PURCHASE. WARRANTY FOLLOWED IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR INVOLVED, INCLUDING BUT NOT ONLY GUARANTEED TO INVOLVE MERCHANTS LIABILITY AND CAPABILITIES FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. In no case, NTN will not be liable for any special, or injury consequences based on the breach of the warrant, breach of contract, negligence, district tortoise, or any other legal theory, and in
no case shall the total responsibility of NTN exceed the purchase cost of the party on which such liability is based. These damages include, but are not limited to, loss of profit, loss of savings or revenue, loss of use of the product or any associated equipment, cost of capital, cost of any standby equipment, facilities or services, downtime, the claims of third
parties including customers, and injury to property. Some states do not allow limitations on warranties, or on remedy for violations in certain In these states, the limitations of this paragraph and in paragraph (2) must apply to the limits allowed under the law and status of those states. Any action for warranty violations or any other legal theory must begin within
15 months after the delivery of goods. Unless modified in a written endorsement by both parties, this agreement is understood to be the comprehensive and exclusive agreement between the parties, oversees all previous agreements, oral oral or written, and inter-parties' communications related to the scope of this Agreement. No employees of NTN or any
other party are authorized to make any additional guarantees of those made in this Agreement. This agreement assigns the risk of product failure between NTN and the purchase. This alocation is recognized by both parties and is reflected in the cost of the goods. The buyer acknowledges that he has read this agreement, understands it, and is bound by his
terms. © NTN Corporation. 2009 although care was taken to ensure the accuracy of the data compiled in this catalog, NTN does not assume any responsibility from any company or person for error or omitted. 4. Ball and Roller Bring CAD data to the given model number in the catalog is available as an electronic catalog. For information, please contact NTN
Engineering. 5. A-2 TECHNICAL DATA SA 1. Classifications and features of rolling carry ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-5 1.1 Rolling bring construction ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-5 1.1.5 2 Classification of rolling carry ⋯⋯⋯⋯A-5 1.3 the rolling feature brings ⋯⋯⋯A-8 2. Bearing selection ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-12 2.1 Bring color chart selection ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-12 2.2 Type and
feature ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-14 2.3 Selection to bring ⋯⋯⋯A-15 3. Load Rating and Lifetime ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-17 3.1 Bearing Life⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-17 3.2 Basic Life rating and dynamic charge load dynamic ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-17 3.3 Adjusted Life rating ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-17 18 3.4 Applications for Vehicles and Require Lifetime ⋯A-
19 3.5 Basic Static Load Rating⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-19 3.6 Allow equivalent charges ⋯⋯⋯⋯A-20 4. Bearing calculations ⋯⋯⋯⋯A-21 4.1 charges acting on sharb⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-21 4.2 Bearing distribution of charges ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-23.4.24 3 Means charges ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-24 4.4 Equivalent charges ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-25 4.5
Where they carry rating lives and charges e.g. ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-27 5. Limited Dimensions and Carry Number Code ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-30 5.1 Dimensions of Border ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-30 5.2 Bring the ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-31 6. Bearing tolerance ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-35 6.1 Dimension accuracy and running precision ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-35 6.2 chamf measures
with tolerance or allowed value of typed teannors ⋯⋯A-46 6.3 Where tolerance methods bear tolerance method ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-48 7. Bear Fits ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-49 7.1 Fitting ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-497.2 The Necessity of a Good Fit ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-497.3 Fit Selection ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-49 8. Bearing
Clearance Internal and Preload ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-58 8.1 Bring clearly internal ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-58 8.2 Selection internal keyance ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-58.3 Preload ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯-69 9. Allow speed 6. A-3 10. Friction and Temperature increased⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-71 10.1 Friction ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-71 10.2 Temperature
rise⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-71 11. Lubrication ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-72 11.1 Lubrication Goal ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-72 11.2 Lubrication Method and Feature ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-72 11.3 Greas Lubrication ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-72 11.4 Solid fat (For carrying with solid fat) ⋯⋯⋯A-76 11.5 oil ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-77 12. External carrying sealed
device ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-80 13. Carrying Material⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-8311.1 Raceway with Rolling Material Components ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-83 13.2 Material Cage⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-83 14. Shaft and Housing Design⋯⋯⋯A-85 14.1 Fixes to bring ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-85 14.2 Bearing fitting dimensions⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-86 14.3 Shaft and the accuracy
of housing ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-87 14.4 Allow to bring misalignment ⋯⋯⋯A-87 15. Bearing Handle⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-88 15.1 Bring storage ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-88 15.2 Installation ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-88 15.3 adjustment explicitly internal ⋯⋯⋯⋯A- 1 5.4 Post Installation running tests⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-92 15.5 Bring disaster ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-92 15.6
Carrying maintenance and inspection ⋯A-94 16. Bring Damage and Corrective Measures ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-96 17. Technical data ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-100 17.1 Deep groove carries radial clearances and axial internal clearances ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯&lt;3&gt;A-100 17.2 Angular contact ball bearing axis load with acquisial considerations
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-100 17.3 Tapeed Roller Bearing Load Axle ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-102 17.4 Allow acceleration charge to bring A-10 to 217.5 Fitting surface pressure ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯A-103 17.6 Necessary press fit and force pen A-104 7. ● Classification and features of Rolling Carry 1.1 Rolling Where To Bring Construction Most Rolling consists of rings and
raceways (internal rings and outward rings), rolling elements (either balls or rolls) and cages. The cage separates the rolling elements at regular intervals, keeps them in place in the interior and reassured outward, and allows them to vote freely. Raceway (inner ring and external ring) or wash reassured 1) the Surface on which Roll Elements are called the
reassured surface. The load placed on the door is supported by this contact surface. Usually ring in interior rings along the axle or shawl with the outward ring on the housing. Note 1: The bearing dust root is called washed root, the inner ring is called wash at shaft root and the outward ring is called washing racing the roof. Rolling Element Rolling elements
classify into two types: ball and roller. Rolls come in four types: cylindrical, needle, typing, and spherical. Geometricly contact balls and surfaces are reassured to the interior and ring outside of point, while the contact surface of rolls is a contact line. Theoretically, rolled doors are so constructed as they allow the rolling component of Naturally Orbital while also
rotating on their own axle at the same time. Cage functions to keep components rolling in a uniform pitch so load never applies directly to the cage and to prevent the rolling components falls when touching the door. The types of cages differ according to the way they are manufactured, and include pressed, machine and formed cages. 1.2 The roller bearing
roller classification is divided into two main classifications: ball doors and roller doors. Bring the balls rank according to their ring setup: type groove deep and angular contact type. Roller bearing on the other hand are sorted according to the shape of the roller: cylindrical, needle, typed and spherical. Rolling thresholds can be further classified according to the
directives in which the charge is applied; bear radial burdens bearing radial burdens and pushing bear axiel loads. Other classification methods include: 1) the number of rolling rows (single, double, or 4-row), 2) separable and non-separable, in which either the inner ring or the outward ring can be detached. There are also carries designed for special
applications, such as: railroad trip roller bearing, screw balloon support, screw door, as well as linear linear doors (linear balls, linear roller bearing and linear roller bearing). Types of rolled bears are provided in Figure 1.2. A-5 Outward Ring Inner Cage Ball Deep Groove Ball Carrying Fig One Ring Outdoor Ring Onguler Contact Ring Angular Side Bearing
Fig.B Inner Ring Outward Roller cylindrical Roller Cylindrical Roller Bearing Fig. C Outer Ring Roller Cage Needle Roller Bearing Fig. D External Cage Roller Inside Roller Tapeed Roller Bearing Fig. Outward Ring Inner Ring Roller Cage Spherical Roller Bearing Fig.F Shaft Reasseured Wash racing Laundry House Washing Ball Cage Ball Bearing Fig G. Roller
Shaft Reasseured Washing Cleanser Cage Thrust Roller Bearing Fig. H.1.1 Rolling Carries 1. Classifications and features of rolling carry 8. ● Classification and the Rolling feature bring A-6 High speed duplex angular bearing (for load axle) * Ball Bearing Roll Unit * Rolling Bear Ball Carrying Roller Ball Radial Ball Thrust Bearing Roller Coatial Roller Roller
Carry Single Range Deep Ball Groove Carry Single Range Angular Contact Bearing Duplex Angular Contact Bearing Double Range Angular Ball Contact Card Contact Ball Carry Balls Auto-Lined Bearing Balls Single Direction Push Brings Double Direction Angular Contact Balls Where balls * Single range cylinder roller carrying Dual cylinder roller range
carrying Needle Roller * Single range roller battery carrying Dual roller range carrying spherical roller bearing cylinder dust bearing * Needle push roller bearing * Tapeed roller dust carry * Spherical Roller Bearing ... B- 5 ... B-43 ... B-46 ... B-60 ... B-255...... B-65 ... B-102 ... B-119 ... B-184 ... B-262...... B-219 ... B- 77 ...... B-58 Fig. 1.2 The rolling classification
carries 9. ● Classifications and features of bringing rolling A-7 Mens Type Ball Bearing * Special Application Carrying Clearance Adjust Needle Roller Needle * Complex Carry * Balloon Speed Support Carry * Connectors Roller Needle Roller Blinds and Cage *Followers Roller *Cam Followers* Railway Car Roller Roller Blinds Vacuum Ultra-Clean Carrying *
Linear Motion Carrying Linear Ball *Linear Roller Bearing* Linear Roller Roller Must * Isolate Where To Carry MEGAOHMTMT Series * Rubber Moderate Carry * SL-Type Roller * Note : Carries that are marked with an asterisk they don't have in this catalog. For details, see the catalog devoted to the con type of bear. 10. ● Classification and rolling features of
bringing A-8 1.3 the rolling feature brings 1.3.1 features of rolling bearing to come in many shapes and varieties, each with its own distinct features. However, when compared to sliding doors, the doors roll all have the following advantages: (1) The coefficient of friction starts lower and there is little difference between this and the coefficience of dynamic friction.
(2) They are internationally standard, interchangeable and easy to find. (3) They are easy to fat and consume less lubricants. (4) As a general rule, one place carries both radial load and axle at the same time. (6) You can improve rigidity by preloading. Construction, grade, and special features of rolling doors are fully described in the boundary dimensions and
bring numbering systems section. 1.3.2 Ball bearing and roller brings Table 1.1 to provide a comparison of bearing balls and carrying roller. Table 1.2 Configuration of bearing ball seal 1.3.3 Radial with thrust carries almost all kinds of rolling carrying both radial loads and axis at the same time. Generally, carrying with a contact angle of less than 45° has a
greater radial load capacity and is classified as radial bearing; whereas bearing has a contact angle on 45° has a greater axle load capacity and is classified as bearing dust. There are also carries classified as complex carries that combine the loading features of both carry radial and dust. 1.3.4 Standard brings and carries the special boundary dimensions
and the form brings to adhere to the international interjishable standards and can get easy and economically on the world. It is therefore better design mechanical equipment to use bearing standards. However, depending on the type of machine to be used in, and the expected application and function, a non-standard or specifically designed bearing case is
best to use. Brings that to adapt to specific applications, and carrying units that are integrated (built-in) into a car's component, and other doors that are specifically designed are also available. Typical standard bearings features are as follows: Table 1.1 in bear ball and roller bearing ball bearing 2a 2b 2b Point contact surface contact oval when load applies.
Surface Contact Linear Contact is generally rectangular when charges apply. Because of linear contact, rotational torch is higher for carrying roller than to carry bumps, but rigidity is also higher. Load capacity is higher for rolling carry. Cylindrical roller bear equipped with a mouth can bear the load of radial waist. Combining roller tap bearing in pairs allows
doors to carry an axle load in both directions. Load capacity is lower to carry bumps, but carrying radials are capable of carrying loads in both the radial and accial direction. Contact reassured characteristsLoadcapacity because of point contact has little rolling resistance, ball doors are suitable for low tortor and high speed of application. They also have
superior acaly features. Deep balls that carry the most common type of bearing, deep bearing balls are widely used in a variety of fields. Deep bearing balls include shield and carrying seals and fat to make them easier to use. Deep-bearing balls also include doors and a spotted bare-ring facilitate positioning when mounting the outer ring, bearing
compensation expansion that absorbs the dimensional dimensions of the supply surface carried due to housing temperature, and TAB bearing capable of keeping upside and contamination of the lubrication oil. Shield Seal non-contact ZZ non-contact LLB LOW TORQUE LLH contact LLU Type and Symbol Configuration 11. ● The classification and feature of
Rolling bearings A-9 angular contacts carry the line that unites points of contact to the inner ring, ball and exterior running at a certain angle (contact angle) towards the radial. Carrying them is generally designed with three contact angles. Angular contact balls can support an axle load, but can't be used by a single bearing spot because of the contact angle.
They must instead be used in pairs or in combinations. Angular contact balls include double range carrying angular balls for which the interior and outside rings are combined as a single unit. The contact angle of double range angular contact ball bearing is 25°. There are also carrying contact four points that can support an axle load in both directions by
themselves. These carries however require precautions because issues like too much temperature increase and wear can occur depending on the load conditions. Table 1.6 Type cylinder roller bearing cylinder roller carrying Users Use roller for rolling elements, and therefore has a high load capacity. The rolls will be guided by the ribbon of the inner ring or
outward. The interior and outdoor ring can separate assembly facilities, and both can fit with shambles or tight roof. If there is no ribbon, either the interior or the outward ring can move freely in the acquisal direction. Roller cylinder therefore ideals must be used as so-called free locations that absorb absorb expansion. In the case where there is a rib, where
they carry a load of small height axle between the ends of the rolls and ribs. Cylindrical roller bearing includes the type HT that modified the end roller end shape and rib to increase the road's axial capacity. And the type E and an internal special design to improve radial load capacity. Type E is standard for small-diameter sizes. Table 1.6 shows the basic
configuration of carrying cylinder roller. In addition to these, there are roller roller bearing with multiple rows of roller and the SL type of roller complement carries without cage. NUP type NTFS type NJ type NJ type NUP type NUP type NUP type NH(NJ+HJ) NJ Type NTFS Type Type and Cartoon Symbols Table 1.4 Configuration of dual range angular contact
bearing Table 1.5 Combination of duplex angular ball bearing Table 1.3 Contact angle and contact angle °C 30°C 40°B Contact angle and contact angle symbol 1) Note 1: Contact an abbreviated angle symbol as A. Open Shield Z Contact sealed LLD non contact sealed TYPE LLM and Symbol Configuration r r Return-to-duplex DBdem Tandem duplex DT
face-to-face duplex DF Type and symbol Configuration Configuration 12. The -10 ● Classification and feature of the Rolling Bearings Tapeed Roller Tapeed bearing roller are designed for inner roller / outer ring race and apex of roller roller's intersect typing at one point on the bear center. By getting combined charge from interior and exterior rings, the rolls
are pushed against the inner ring ribs and guided with ribs. Force-induced air-generated power towards axle when a radial load is applied, so they must be handled using a pair of bearing. Rings of interior and roller with exterior rings come apart, thereby facilitating riding and klearans or preload. Gathering clearance is however difficult to manage and demand
special attention. Their typed roller supports can support large loads in both their direction and radial. NTN locations that have 4T-, ET-, T- and U attached and conform the ISO name with JUST standards for sub-unit dimensions (nominal contact angles, nominal end diameter of outer rings) and are internationally interchangeable. NTN also has a line in
difficult cases carrying steel designed for longer lives (ETA,ET-, etc.). NTN typed roller bearing also includes carry and two with four rows of roller typing for extra-heavy loads. Figure 1.3 Tepered roller bearing E2α sub-unit dimensions E: nominal end small diameter of external rings α : Nominally contact Table angle 1.7 Spherical Roller Type bring Table 1 8
Type push bring spherical roller equipped with an outer ring with a spherical race surface and an interior ring that holds two rows of barrel-shaped rolled elements, NTN spherical roll bearing can be adjusted the alignment for occupying the inclination of the axle or shade. There are varieties of bearing types that are different according to their internal design.
Spherical bearing is included as kind of equipped with an interior ring and a typed harassing. Carrying can easily be mounted on a shaft by means of an adapter sleeve or withdrawal. The bear is capable of supporting heavy burdens, and therefore often used in industrial machines. When heavy accial load is applied to the door, the load on rolls in another row
disappears, and can cause problems. Attention must therefore be paid in operating conditions. Push carrying Quality Standard (B type) C type E213 type Configuration GS/WS type wash type as washing roller type AXK type alignment angle type type dust roll carrying rolls push carrying cylinder roller bearing sferical dust roller bearing Configuration Have
many types of pushes bring different types of components according to the shape of rolling components and applications. Enabling rotational speed is generally low and special attention must be paid to lubrication. In addition to the provided below, there are various bearing pushes for special applications. For details, see the catalog devoted to the con type of
bear. 13. A-11 ● Classification and feature of Rolling Door Table 1.9 Main Type of Roller Needle Roller Carrying Unit Carrying Unit Needle Roller Needle Use Roller Needle As Needle Roller Component. The needle roller are a maximum of 5 mm in diameter and are 3 10 times as long as they are in diameter. Because bearing uses needle rolls as rolling
elements, the cross-section is thin, but they have a high load capacity for their size. Because of large numbers of rolling elements, doors have high fridge and are prioritized abusive or pivot movement. There's a merger of the kind of needle bear roller, and just a few of the most representative qualities are covered here. For details, see the catalog devoted to
the con type of bear. A unit composed of a ball set in various housing types. The housing can be bolted on cars and the interior ring can be easily mounted along the shaft with a screw set. This means the carrying unit can support voting equipment without special design to allow for ride. A variety of standard housing forms are available, including pillows and
standard types. The diameter outside of the door is spherical just like the inner diameter of the housing, so it can align itself on the shamp. For lubrication, fat is sealed inside the door, with particle generation prevented by a double seal. For details, see the catalog devoted to the con type of bear. Roller Type Roller Bearing with Cage Type Needle Roller Side
bearing Roller Type Needle Roller Follower Cam Follower Setup Fat Fimting Housing Slinger Exterior Slinger Tire Special and Ball Fig. 1.4 Oil-lubricated bearing unit 14. Seleofaringtypeandconfiguration (1) Limitation Dimension space permit for carrying is generally limited. In most cases, shaft diameter (or the diameter carries) is determined according to the
car's other design specifications. Therefore, the bearing type and dimension are determined according to carrying diameter of teaser. For this reason all dimension tables are organized according to standard table diameter. There are a wide range of bearing types and dimensions: The right one for a particular application can usually be found in the following
tables. (2) Carrying these characteristics, magnitude, and direction of the burdens they act on a variable carry are very variable. In general, basic load evaluation is shown in Carry Dimension tables indicates their load capacity. However, to determine the appropriate appropriate type, consideration must also be given if the acting burden is a radial load only or
combines radial and accented charges, etc. When the ball and carry roller in the same dimensional range are considered, the roller bearings have a bigger load capacity and are also able to withered excessive hum and shock charges. (3) The speed rotational speed allowed in a location will be different depending on carrying type, size, tolerance, cage type,
load, lubrication condition, and cooling conditions. Speeds are allowed listed in tables brought for fat and oil lubrication are for normal NTN tolerance. In general, carrying deep groove balls, carrying angular ball contact, and roller are more suitable for high-speed applications. (4) Bringing precision tolerance to the dimensions and tolerance operated in carrying
them ruled by ISO and LEGAL principles. For equipment that requires high runout runout runout tolerance or high-speed operations, where carrying and tolerance class 5 or higher is recommended. Deep bearing balls, carrying angular ball contact, and carrying cylinder roller are recommended for rotational tolerance. (5) Rigid elastic deformity occurs on the
contact surfaces of a place's rolling component and the reassured surfaces are under loading. With certain types of equipment it is necessary to reduce this deformity as much as 2%. Location carrying component roller selection brings them available in a variety of types, configurations, and sizes. When choosing the correct for your application, it is important
to consider several factors, and analyze in various means. A comparison of the performance features for each bear type is shown in Table 2.1. As a general guide, the basic procedure for choosing the most appropriate location is shown in the following flow chart. A-12 ●Bearing Selection 2.1 Where to bring color selection ● Shaft runout tolerance (refers to
page insert... A-35) ● Rotational speed (see page insert... A-70) ● Fluctuation ● Design life elements at home (see in insert... A-19) ● Dynamik / static equivalent conditions (see page insert... A-25) ● Safety factor (see page insert... A-19) ● Allowable speed (see page insert... A-70) ● Allowable accid load (see page insert... A-19, 25) ● Allowable space (see
page insert... A-30) ● They (see page insert... A-30) ● Bearing load (magnitude, direction, hum; presence of shock charge) (see page insert... A-21) ● Rotational speed (see page insert... A-70) ● Bearing tolerance (see page insert... A-35) ● Rigidity (see page insert... A-67) ● Allowable misalignment of inner / outer rings (see page insert... A-87) ● Torch
friction (see page insert... A-71) ● Bearing accommodation (fixed side, floating side) (see page insert... A-15) ●Installation and disaster requirement (see page insert... A-88) ● Availability and cost ● Function and construction of the house element bring ● Bearing where ● Bearing load (direction and magnitude) ● Ro speed ● Vibration and shock charges ●
Bearing temperatures (Ambient temperatures / rising temperatures) ● Operating environment (potential for corrosion, Degree of Contamination, Lubrication Facility) Confirm operating conditions and operating settings Choose the type where to bring and configure Select Dimensions Choosing which brings tolerance Proceedings 15. ● Bearing Selection A-13
Fig. 2.1 is possible. Roller bearing display less elastic distortion than bear bumps. In addition, in some cases, the carries are given an advance charge (preloaded) to increase their rigidity. This procedure is often applied to carry deep groove balls, carry contact angular balls, and quick carry roller. (6) Misalignment of interior with Shaft's flexible exterior ring,
variation of shaft or housing accuracy, and fixed errors. result in a certain degree of misalignment between the carrying's interior and outward rings. In cases where the degree of misalignment is relatively large, self-aligned bearing, carrying spherical, or carrying units with self-aligned properties are the most appropriate choice. (See Figure 2.1) (7) Noise and
bearing torque levels are manufactured and processed according to high accuracy standards, and therefore generally produces only a little amount of noise and torque. For applications that require particularly low-noise or low-torture operations, carrying deep groove balls and cylindric doors are more suitable. (8) Facilities and disaster applications require
disaster and reassurance to allow periodic inspections and repairs. For these applications, carry with separable/ outdoor interior rings, such as carrying cylinder roller, needle doors, and roller rings that prevent them most suitable. Incorporation of handle adapter simplifies the installation and disaster of self-lined ball doors with spherical roller bearing and
bothering typing. ● Materials and shamp shape and housing paj insert ... A-85) ●Fit (al gade nan paj insert ... A-49) ●Temperature diferansyel ant bag enterye / eksterye (al gade nan paj insert ... A-59) ●Allowable misalignment nan bag enterye / eksterye (al gade nan paj insert ... A-87) ●Load (mayitude, nati) (al gade nan paj insert ... A-21) ●Amount nan
preload (refere a paj insert ... A-66) ●Rotational vites (al gade nan paj insert ... A-70) ●Rotational vites (al gade nan paj insert ... A-70) ●Noise nivo ●Vibration ak chaj chok ●Momentary ● Lubrication kalite ak metod (refere a paj insert ... A-72) ●Operating tanperati (al gade nan paj insert ... A-72) ●tasyonel vites (al gade nan paj insert ... A-70) ● Lubrication
kalite ak metod (al gade nan paj insert ... A-72) ●Sealing metod (al gade nan paj insert ... A-80) ●Mainans ak enspeksyon (al gade nan paj insert ... A-94) ●Operating anviwonman (tanperati ki ba / ba, vakyom, pharmaceutiical, elatriye) ● Kondisyon pou fyab segonde ●Installation ki gen rapo dimansyon (al gade nan paj ... A-86) ●Installation ak pwosedi
dezasembly (al gade nan paj insert ... A-88) Chwazi clearance enten la Chwazi kalite kaj ak materyel Chwazi lubricant, metod lubrification, sele metod Chwazi nenpot espesyal kote yo pote espesifikasyon konfime pwosedi manyen pwop tet ou-aliyen boul kote yo pote Spherical roulo pote Pemet ang misalignment pemet pemet misalignment 16. A-14 ●Bearing
Table Seleksyon 2.1 Kalite pot woule ak konparezon pefomans kote yo pote kalite Deep groove pote boul angile kontak Dou ranje boul kontak angile Duplex angile kontak pote boul oto- aliyen boul silendrik roulo silendrik pote Single-flange silendrik roulo pote Doub- elaji woulo silenn silendrik pote Doub woulo ranje silendrik pote Zegwi woulo pote
karakteristik ☆☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆☆ ☆☆☆☆ ☆ ◎ ○ ☆☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ○ ☆☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ☆ ◎ ○ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ◎ ○ ☆☆ ☆ ★ ☆☆☆ ◎ ○ ○ ☆☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ☆ ◎ ○ ○ ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ○ ○ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ◎ ○ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ◎ ○ ○ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ◎ ○ B-B 5 B-43 B-60 B-43 B-65 B-77 B-77 B-77 B-102
☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ☆☆ ☆ ○ ○ B-119 ☆☆ ☆ ☆☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ◎ ○ ○ B-119 ☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ◎ ○ ○ B-219 ☆ ☆ ☆ ○ ○ ○ B-255 ☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ★ ○ ○ ☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆☆☆ ○ ○ B-255 1 Load Carrying Capacity Radial load Axial load High speed High rotating accuracy Low noise/vibration Low friction torque High rigidity 1 1 1 1 Vibration/shock resistance 1
Allowable misalignment for inner/outer rings 1 Stationary in axial direction 2 Moveable in axial direction 3 Separable inner/outer rings 4 Inner ring tapered bore 5 Remarks Reference page For duplex arrangement For DB and DF arrangement For DB arrangement NU, N type NNU, NN type NA type NJ, NF type NUP, NP, NH type Tapered roller bearings
Double-row, 4-row tapered roller bearings Spherical roller bearings Thrust ball bearings Cylindrical roller thrust bearings Spherical roller thrust bearings Reference page Bearing types Characteristics 1 High speed High rotating accuracy Low noise/vibration Low friction torque High rigidity 1 1 1 1 Vibration/shock 1 Enable misalignment for inner ring / outward 1
Stationary towards Accented 2 Move towards axis 3 Separable innate/ outside ring 4 Inner rings typing 5 Note 1 Reference Page Load Bearing Capacity Radial Load Axial load for duplex arrangement 1 ☆ The number of stars indicates the degree where to carry showing that particular feature. ★ not applicable to that type of bearing. 2 ◎ Indicate double
direction. ○ Indicate one direction movement only. 3 ◎ indicate movement towards the possible axle for the reassured surface; ○ Indicates movement towards the axle is possible for the film surface of the outer ring or internal ring. 4 ○ Indicate both inner rings and outer rings are detached. 5 ○ indicate appropriate interior sounds and harassing is possible. THE
-70 A-35 ― A-71 A-58 A-21 A-85 A-15 A-15 ― A-85 ― Put needle push rolls bearing ― 2.2 Types and Table features 2.1 display types and features of rolling doors. 17. ● Bearing Selection A-15 2.3 Selection of Shafts accommodation or axle are generally supported by a pair of bearing in the axle and radial directions. The bearing is preventing the acquiial
movement of the housing shabr house called fixed side by side and the gate allowing relatively acquiial movements called floating-side locations. This allows for expansion and contraction in the shaft due to temperature variation and allow errors in carrying ride clearance to be absorbed. The fixed carry location is able to support radial loads and accial loads. A
bear that can fix accidic movements in both directions should therefore be chosen. A floating-side location that allows movement towards the acquial while supporting a radial load is desirable. Movement towards the axle is designed on the racer surface to carry with separable inner rings and outward rings like cylindric roll doors, and reach on the fitting surface
for non-separable ones, such as deep ball bearing. In applications with short distance between bearing, expansion of shamb and contraction due to temperature fluctuation is slightly off, therefore the same type of bearing can be used for both fixed side and floating sides. In these cases it is common to use a set of matching bearing, such as carrying angular
contact balls, guides and supporting the shabble in one direction axle only. Table 2.2(1) displays typical arrangements where types carry differently on fixed side and floating side. Table 2.2(2) shows some common arrangements that bring where no distinction is made between fixed side and floating side. Vertical arrangement to bring the displaying
arrangements in Table 2.2(3). 1. General accommodation for small cars. 2. For radial loads, but will also accept accept loads. 1. Suitable when mount error and deflection shaft are scarce or used for rotational speed applications. 2. Even with expansion and twinge of shamps, side floating Pain. 1. Radial loading with double direction in accial loading is
possible. 2. In place of duplex angular contact bearing, bringing double-range angular contacts are also used. 1. Heavy loading can. 2. Shafting's rigidity increased by preloading two back-to-back carries fixed. 3. Requires high precision sharing and housing, and minimum equipment error. 1. Allow for shaft reflection and equipment error. 2. Using an adapter on
long shaft without screws or shoulders, bringing inline and dismounted can ease. 3. Self-aligned threshold has been used for presiding toward the axle, and is not suitable for applications that require support of axle load. 1. Widely used in general industrial vehicles and heavy and shock charge demands. 2. Allow for shaft reflection and equipment error. 3.
Accept radial loads as well as double direction of loads axle. 1. Accept radial loads as well as double direction loads. 2. Suitable when both interior and external rings require to fit tightly. 1. Capable of handling large radial and accidic loads of rotational speeds. 2. Keep clearly between the outdoor bearing diameter and the housing interior diameter to prevent
deep bearing balls from receiving radial charges. Arrangement Fixed Floating Comment Application (Reference) Gear veteran gear for small pumps, auto-mobile transmission, etc. Medium-sized electric motors, salesman, etc. Reduction Gear for general industrial vehicles General Industrial Gear Reduction general industrial gear for industrial machine
reductions for general industrial transmission district vehicles for diesel locomotives Table 2.2(1) Where to bring accommodation (distinction between fixed and floating-side) 18. ● Bearing selection A-16 1. General accommodation for use in small cars. 2. Preload is sometimes applied by placing a spring on the external side surface or wearing a shit. (can float
around.) 1. The arrangement return is preferable to dealing arrangements when charge moments apply. 2. Can support axial and radial loads; suitable for high speed rotation. 3. The rigidity of the shamb can be increased by providing preload. 1. With heavy posture and shock loads. Wide range of applications. 2. Shaft's rigidity is enhanced by giving preload,



but ensuring preload is not extensive. 3. Return-to arrangement moment, and face-to-face arrangement to relieve error fixing equipment. 4. With face-to-face arrangement, fit inner ring tight ease. 1. Capable of supporting extra heavy loads and impact loads. 2. Suitable if interior and fit tight exterior ring required. 3. Care must be taken clearly that this accidic
does not become too small during the operation. 1. When Range Bearing is a contact ball duplex angular where the bear, floating should a cylindrically bearing roller. 1. Most suitable arrangements for very heavy access loads. 2. Change deflection and up errors can be absorbed by matching the center of the spherical surface with the center of the push push.
The back return of the Face Comment arrangement Application (Benchmark) Gear Reduction, front and rear axle of automotive, etc. Construction equipment, waste mining equipment, injure, etc. Machine tool spindles, etc. Small electric motors, small reduction gear, etc. Application Comment arrangement (References) Center shamb, etc. Vertical mounted
electric motor, etc. Table 2.2(2) Bring arrangement (no distinction between fixed and floating-side) Table 2.2(3) Bring Arrangement (Vertical Shaft) 19. 3. Load rating and lifetime 3.1 Bearing lives even in bearing operate under normal conditions, the surfaces of the root and rolling components are constantly suggesting repeated compressive stress causing
flasks to the surface to occur. This flaking is due to material fatigue and will eventually cause doors to fail. The effective life of a place to bring is usually defined in terms of the total number of revolution a can undergo before you flacking to either the racer surface or the rolling element surfaces occur. Other causes of bear failure are often attributed to problems
such as marvel, abrasion, split, chipping, scuffing, rusted, etc. However, so-called causes of bear failure are usually themselves caused by improved installation, insufficient or malicious lubrication, doom selection or incorrect bear selection. Since the above mentioned causes of carrying failure can be avoided by taking the proper precautions, and not simply
caused by material fatigue, are regarded as separately in the flaky aspect. 3.2 Basic Life rating and basic charge rating A group of carries that you lose identical when subject to identical charges and operating conditions will expose a wide diversity of their resistance. This lifetime disparity can be accounted for by the difference in the fatigue of the bear
material itself. This disparity is considered statistical when calculated brings to life, and the basic rating life is defined as follows. The basic rating lifetime is based on a 90% statistical model that is expressed as the total number of revolutions 90% of the threshold of an identical group of carrying subject to identical operating conditions will be tagged or airspace
before flaking due to material fatigue occurs. For carrying operating at constant fixed speed, the basic rating lifetime (90% reliability) is expressed in total number of hours of operation. Basic load dynamic rating express capabilities a roller carry supports a dynamic load. Rating of basic dynamic charge is the load under which the basic rating life of the bear is 1
million revolution. This is expressed as load of radial load to carry radial and load more axial to carry them. These are referred to as basic rating dynamic load (cr) and basic dynamic dynamic load rating (Ca). The basic dynamic load assessment provided in tables to bring to this catalog are for carrying constructed in standard carrying materials, using standard
manufacturing techniques. The relationship between the basic rating lifetime, rating of dynamic dynamic load and the load bearing is provided by formulas. To carry bumps: L10 = (C)3... (3.1) P For wheel bearing: L10 = (C)10/3...... (3.2)P Location, L10: Basic Life Rating 106 Revolution C: Basic Dynamic Load Rating, N{kgf} (Cr: Radial Door, Ca: push carry)
P: Equivalent load dynamic, N{kgf} (Pr: radial bearing, Not: dust bearing) n : Rotational Speed, min-1 the relationship between our rotational speed and fn speed factor as well as the relationship between the L10h rating life and the life factor shown in Table 3.1 and Fig 3.1. A-17 ●Load Rating and Life 40,000 4.6 60,000 80,000 30,000 20,000 15,000 3 10,000
2.5 8,000 6,000 4,000 3,000 2,000 1.9 3.5 4.5 2 4 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.41,500 1.3 1.2 1,000 1.1 900 800 700 600 500 400 0.95 1.0 0.90 300 0.85 0.80 0.76200 100 0.6 60,000 40,000 0.106 30,000 0.12 0.14 20,000 0.1615,000 0.1810,000 0.20 8,000 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 6,000 4,000 3,000 2,000 0.30 1,500 0.35 1,000 0.4 800 600 0.5 400 300 200 150 0.7 80 60
0.8 0.9 40 30 1.0 1.1 1.3 20 15 1.4 1.2 1.4410 60,000 5.480,000 4.5 5 40,000 4 30,000 3.5 20,000 15,000 3 2.5 10,000 6,000 24,000 3,000 2,000 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1,500 1.4 1.3 1.2 1,000 800 900 700 1.1 1.0 600 500 400 0.95 0.90 0.85300 0.80 0.75 0.74 2001.4910 40,000 60,000 30,000 0.10 0.082 0.09 0.12 0.14 20,000 15,000 0.16 0.18 10,000 8,000
8,000 6,000 4,000 3,000 2,000 1,500 1,000 800 600 400 300 200 150 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.35 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 100 80 60 40 30 20 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 15 fnn L10h min-1 h fh nou L10hfn min-1 h fh Ball bearings Roller bearings Fig. 3.1 Bearing life rating scale Classification Ball bearing Roller bearing Basic rating life L10h h Life factor fh Speed
factor fn 60n 106 ( )P C ( )n 33.3 fn P C fn P C = 500 fh 3 60n 106 ( )P C = 500 fh 10/3 10/3 1/3 ( )n 33.3 3/10 3 Table 3.1 Correlation of bearing basic rating life, life factor, and speed factor 20. When multiple locations are incorporated into cars or equipment as complete units, all the doors in the unit are considered a whole when bringing to life (see Formula
3.3). 1 L = (1+1+... 1) 1/e... (3.3) L1 and L2 e LN and location, L: Total life rating of all units, h L1, L2... Ln: Basic Life Rating of Carrying People, 1, 2, ... n, h = 10 / 9 .... To carry ball e = 9/8... Lm = (Φ1 + Φ2 + ... Φ j)-1... (3.4) L1 L2 Lj Location, Lm: Total lifetime of carrying Φ j: Frequency of individual load conditions (ΣΦ j = 1) Lj: Life under individual conditions
If equivalent P and our rotation speed are operating conditions at the door, basic rated load dynamic C that meets the necessary life of the threshold determined using Table 3.1 and formula (3.5). Bear that meets C's needed C's must be selected in the bring dimension table provided in the catalog. fh C = P ―... (3.5) fn 3.3 adjusts the Basic Life Rating brings
life (90% reliability factor) can be calculated in the formulas mentioned earlier in Section 3.2. However, in some applications a bear life factor of more than 90% reliability may be required. To meet these requirements, carrying life can length not be used to specifically improve material or manufacturing processes. Bringing life is also sometimes affected by
operating conditions such as lubrication, temperature and rotational speed. Basic adjusted life rating are compensate for this named Adjust Life Rating, and it is determined using formula (3.6). Lna = a1‧a2‧a3‧L10 ... (3.6) Location, Lna: Adjusted Life Rating in Millions of Revolution (106) a1: Factor Reliability a2: Bringing factor features to3 : Operating
condition factor 3.3.1 Reliability factor a1 The value of reliability factors to1 is given in Table 3.2 for reliability of 90% or greater. 3.2 Bring factor features a2 Bring features regarding varying lives according to material, quality of material and if using special manufacturing processes. In this case, life adjusts using brings a2 factor features. The basic dynamic load
evaluations listed in the catalog are based on NTN's standard material and processing, therefore, the adjustment factor a2 = 1. a2 &gt; 1 can be used for specifically increased material and manufacturing methods. If this is applied, consult with NTN engineering. Dimension changes significantly if bringing in high chrome carbon carries steel and conventional
heat treatments are used in temperatures in excess of 120°C for a prolonged period of time. NTN Engineering therefore offers a bearing for high-temperature applications specifically treated to stabilized dimensions of the maximum operating temperature (TS treatment). The treatment however makes the softer softer and affects life at the door. Lifetime
adjusted by multiply by the given value in Table 3.3. 3.3.3 Condition Operating factor a3 Condition Operating factor a3 is used to offence for when libritation conditions become worse due to increases in temperature or rotation speed, deteriorated lubricant, or become contaminated with foreign problems. Generally speaking, when lubrication conditions are
satisfactory, the a3 factor has a value of one; and when lubrication conditions are exceptionally favorable, and all other operating conditions are normal, a3 can have a value greater than one. a3 is however less than 1 in these cases: A-18 ● Load Rating and Reliability Life Ln Reliability Factor's 190 95 96 97 98 99 L10 L5 L4 L3 L2 L 2 L1 1.00 0.62 0.53 0.44
0.33 0 21 Table 3.2 Reliability factor a1 max symbol. operating temperature (C°) Where to bring factor characteristics a2 TS3 TS3 4 200 250 0.73 0.48 TS2 160 1.00 Table 3.3 Treatment for stabilizing 21 dimensions. ¡Dynamik viscosity oil lubrification too low for operating temperature (13 mm to 2/s or less to carry balls, 20 mm 2/s to carry roller) ¡Rotational
speed is particularly low (If sum of our rotational speed min-1 and rolled diameter dpw mm is Dpw‧&lt;10,000) ¡Bearing operating temperature is too high if carrying operating temperature is too high, the circuit gets softened, softened, thereby shorter life. Life adjusted by multiply by the given value of Fig.3.2 as the operating condition factor according to
operating temperature. This however does not apply to carry out newly treated stabilized dimensions. ¡Lubricant contaminated with foreign or humidity affairs if using special operating conditions, consulted with NTN engineering. Though a2&gt;1 is used for specifically borne made of material increased or produced by special manufacturing methods,
a2×a3&lt;1 is used if lubrication conditions are not favorable. A-19 ●Load Rating and Life Table 3.4 Machine application and requisite life (reference) ∼4 4∼12 12∼30 30∼60 60∼ Machine application and requisite life (reference) L10h ×103 hService classification Machines used for short periods or used only occasionally Short period or intermittent use, but
with high reliability requirements Machines not in constant use, but used for long periods Machines in constant use over 8 hours a day 24 hour continuous operation, non-interruptable ¡Household appliances ¡Electric hand tools ¡Medical appliances ¡Measuring instruments ¡Automobiles ¡Two-wheeled vehicles ¡Farm machinery ¡Office equipment ¡Home air-
conditioning motor ¡Construction equipment ¡Elevators ¡Cranes ¡Small motors ¡Buses/trucks ¡General gear drives ¡Woodworking machines ¡Rolling mills ¡Escalators ¡Conveyors ¡Centrifuges ¡Crane (sheaves) ¡Machine spindles ¡Industrial motors ¡Crushers ¡Vibrating screens ¡Railway vehicle axles ¡Air conditioners ¡Large motors ¡Compressor pumps ¡Main
gear drives ¡Rubber/plastic ¡Calender rolls ¡Printing machines ¡Locomotive axles ¡Traction motors ¡Mine hoists ¡Pressed flywheels ¡Papermaking machines ¡Propulsion equipment for marine vessels ¡Water supply equipment ¡Mine drain pumps/ventilators ¡Power generating Fig equipment. 3.2 Requirements operating factor according to operating temperature
3002502001050100 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 Operatingconditionsfactora3 Operating temperature ° C When a super heavy load is applied, harmful plastic defects could be generated on the contact surfaces of the rolling and raceway components. The formula for determining basic rating lifetime (3.1, 3.2, and 3.6) does not apply if Pr exceeds either Cor (Basic Rating
Charge) or 0.5 Cr to carry radials, or if Not Exceeds 0.5 Ca for carrying static. 3.4 Machine applications and lives required when choosing a bearing location, it is essential that the life is required of the bear being established in relation to the operating conditions. The required life of the door is usually determined by the type of vehicle in which the door will be
used, and duration of service and condition of reliability. A general guideline of these criteria requires life displaying in Table 3.4. As determined bear size, the fatigue life of the bear is an important factor; However, in addition to bringing life, the strength and rigidity of shabr and housing must be taken into consideration. 3.5 Basic static load rating When
stationary door rolls are subject to static loads, they suffer from partial deformation of the contact surfaces to the contact point between the rolling component and the reassurance. The number of flaws increases as the charge increases, and if this increase in charge exceeds certain limits, the subsequent list operation of the threshold matters. It found in
experience that a permanent flaw of 0,0001 times the diameter of the rolling component, which consisted of the heavier contact point stresses between the reassign and the rolling component, can be tolerated without any problems of running efficiency. 22. The 22. ●Load Rating and Lifetime Table 3.5 Minimum factor worth S0 2 1 0.5 3 1.5 1 Condition
operating rotation of ball ball bearing precision normal demand rotation (universal application) Deterial rotation precision enabled (low speed, heavy loading, etc.) Note 1: For spherical push rolls, mining. S0 value = 4. 2: To bring roller shells, mining. S0 value = 3. 3: When vibrations and/or shock load are present, a load factor based on the shock charge needs
to be included into the P0 max value.4: If an accomplished payload is applied to carry deep ball grouve or bear angular balls, the contact oval can exceed the racer's surface. For more information, please contact NTN Engineering. The basic static rating refers to a static fixed charge limit in which a specific amount of permanent deformation occurs. It applies to
more radial loads to carry radial and loads of axle to carry them. The maximum values applied for contact stress consisting of the scrollable element and racer contact points are provided below. To carry ball 4,200 MPa {428kgf/mm 2} To carry self-aligned balls 4,600 MPa {469kgf/mm 2} For roller carry 4,000 MPa {408kgf/mm 2 } Refers To As Static Rating
Static Payload For Carrying Radial And Basic Rating Static Axes For Dust Carry, Basic Rating Static Charge Express As Cor or Coa Respectively and provided in the carry dimension table. 3.6 Allow equivalent static charge Generally the static equivalent payload that can be enabled (See page A-25) is limited by the basic rating static charge as indicated in
Section 3.5. However, depending on conditions regarding frictions and list operations, these limits may be greater or less than the basic rating static charge. A-20 This is generally determined by taking the security factor so given in Table 3.5 and formulas (3.7) of accounts. So = Co/Po... (3.7) Location, So: Security Factor Co: Basic Load Rating, N{kgf} carry:
Cor, Push Bearing: Coa) Skin: Equivalent Static Load, N{kgf} (Radial: Por, Push: Coa) 23. For computers to bear burdens, the forces that act on the shabr being supported by bearing must be determined. Loads that act on the shaft and its related parts include death charges in the rotator, load products when the machine performs work, and load generated by
transmission of dynamic forces. These can theoretically be math calculated, but calculation is difficult in many cases. A method of calculating loads that act on shafts that transmit dynamic strengths, which is the main implementation of bearing, is provided here. 4.1 Charge acting on sharing 4.1.1 Load factor There are many cases where the actual operational
load is greater than theoretically calculated charge, due to car hum and/or shock. This actual shaft burden can be found using formula (4.1). K = fw‧Kc... (4.1) location, K: Actual shaft load N{kgf} fw: postman load (Table 4.1) Kc: Theoretically calculated value N{kgf}●Bearing Gold Calculation A-21 Table 4.1 Load factor fw amount Shock Application shock
shock little or no electric car shock, machine tools, measuring music instruments. Railway cars, automotive, rolling repellent, metal machine working, paper car making, printing machine, airplane, car fabric, car fabric, electric unit, office car. Collapsed, farming equipment, construction equipment, krank. 1.0∼1.2 1.2∼1.5 1.5∼3.0 fws = Kt‧tanα (Gear spur) ...
(4.3a) = Kt‧tanα (Helical Gear) ... (4.3b)cosβ CR = √Kt 2 + Ks 2... (4.4) Case = Kt‧tanβ (Helical Gear) ... (4.5) location, Kt: Tangential Gear Load (Tangential Force), N{kgf} Ks: Radial Gear Load (Separate Force), N{kgf} Kr: Right Angle Shaft Load (Tangential Force Results and Separate Strength), N{kgf} Case: Parallel Charge on Shaft, N{kgf}H :
Transmission strength, known n : rotational speed, min -1 Dp: gear for sugar angle, mm α: Pressure gear, deg β: Gear for helix angle, deg Because the actual gear load also contains vibrations and shock loads as well, the theoretical load found in the above formula should also be adjusted by the Gear Factor as shown in Table 4.2. 4. Bring Charge Calculation
Fig. 4.1 Spur Gear Load Ks Ks Fig. 4.2 Load Gear George Ks Ks Ka Fig. 4.3 Force dumping result Kt Krs Dp 4.1.2 Gear charges operating on the cranks can be divided into three main types according to the direction in which the charge applies; this means tangential (Kt), radial (KS), and accial (Case). These greatness and direction of these loads are
different according to the type of anges involved. The load calculation methods provided here are for two general gear and accommodation: gear for parallel shaft gears, and cross gears shaft. (1) Loads acting on parallel shafts gears the forces that act on surprise gears and gear for the helical displays of figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The size can be found using or
formula (4.2), via (4.5). Kt= 19.1×10 6 ‧H NDp‧ 1.95×10 6 ‧{kgf}...... } }24.4. ● Bearing calculation A-22 (2) charge acting on shaft cross loads Gear loads acted on right tooth gear and ambushed spiral bevel on cross arbrs shown in Figs 4.4 and 4.5. The calculating methods for these gear load are shown in Table 4.3. Here, calculate gear for right, the helix
angle β = 0. The symbols and units used in Table 4.3 are as follows: Kt: Tangential Gear Load (Tangential Force), N{kgf} Ks : Radial Gear Load (Separate Force), N{kgf} Case :P yelel Shaft Charge (Accented Charge), N{kgf} H : Force Transmission, kW n : Rotational speed, min-1 Dpm: Mean dry diameter pitch, mm α: angle pressure gear, deg β: helix angle,
deg δ :P itch connect angle, deg Because of the intersect shafts, the relationship of melting and gear charge is as follows: XP = Kag... (4.6) Kap = Ksg... （4.7） where, Ksp，Ksg：Pinion and gear separating force, N {kgf} Kap，Kag：Pinion and gear axial load, N {kgf} Ktp Kap Ksg Kag Ktg Ksp Fig. 4.4 Loads on bevel gears Dpm 2 Ka Ks Kt βδ Fig. 4.5 Bevel
gear diagram Parallel load on gear shaft (axial load) Ka Ks=Kt tanα cosδ cosβ + tanβsinδ Kt= 19.1×10 6 ‧H Dpm‧n , 1.95×10 6 ‧H Dpm‧n Radial load (separation force) Ks Tangential load (tangential force) Kt Types of load Rotation direction Helix direction Driving side Driven side Driving side Driven side Ks=Kt tanα cosδ cosβ - tanβsinδ Ks=Kt tanα
cosδ cosβ - tanβsinδ Ks=Kt tanα cosδ cosβ + tanβsinδ Ka=Kt tanα sinδ cosβ - tanβcosδ Ka=Kt tanα sinδ cosβ + tanβcosδ Ka=Kt tanα sinδ cosβ + tanβcosδ Ka=Kt tanα sinδ cosβ - tanβcosδ Clockwise Counter clockwise Clockwise Counter clockwise Right Left Left Right Table 4.3 Loads acting on bevel gears Gear type Ordinary machined gears (Pitch and
tooth profile errors of less than 0.1mm) gear accurately (pitch and tooth error profile of less than 0.02 mm) 1.05∼1.1.1.1∼.3 fz Table 4.2 Speed factor fz For Garment staircase, The direction of the load varies depending on the direction of the helix angle, the direction of rotation, and that side is the drive side or the drive side. The directions for the separated
force (KS) and accurate charges (Cases) shown in Fig 4.5 are positive directions. Rotation directions and helix angle direction are defined as seen at the large end of the gear. Direction rotation in Figure 4.5 suppose clock (right). 25. 4.1.3 Chain / belt stew tangential charges on sprockets or pulse when power (load) transmitted by means of ranges or belt can
be calculated by formula (4.8). Kt = 19.1 ×10 6 ‧H N Dp ‧... (4.8) = 1.95×10 6 ‧{kgf}Dp‧location, Kt:Sprocket/pulse tangential load,N{kgf}H:Transmit force,kW DP:Sprocket/pulse pitch diameter, mm To drive belt, a first tension is applied to providing enough constant operating tension on the belt and soil. Taking this tension into account, the radial burdens
acted on the pulse are expressed by formula (4.9). To drive dogs, the same formula can be use if hum and shock burdens are taken into consideration. Kr = fb‧Kt... (4.9) Location, Kr:Sprocket or lull load radial, N{kgf} fb: Chain or belt factor (Table 4.4) 4.2 Where to bring charge distribution to inhibit, the static tension is considered supported by the doors, and
any charges acting on the shafts are distributed at the gates. For example, in the assembly gear shown in Fig.4.7, the carrying load can be found using formulas (4.10) and (4.11). This example is a simple case, but in fact, many of the calculations are quite complicated. FrA = a + b F1 + d F2... (4.10) b + d FrB = − a F1 + c F2 ... (4.11)b+d location, FrA: Radial
payload on carry A, N{kgf} FrB: Radial charge on carry B, N{kgf} F1, F2: Radial charges on shaft, N{kgf} If direction of radial charges differs, the vector sum of each respective charge must be determined. A-23 ● Bearing Banana Calculation Charges. 4.6 Channel/belt chain load or belt type f B-belt Timing belt Plate (w/tension foal) Flat must be 1.2∼1.5
1.5∼2.0 1.1∼1.3 2.5∼3.0.0∼4.0 Channel (single) Table. 4.4in or belt factor fb F1 Kr Dp F2 Loose Where Tension c a bRA FRA! F@ FrB location carries a B Figure 4.7 } 26. ● Bearing Calculation Load 4.3 Means the load on carrying used in machine under normal circumstances will, in many cases, fluctuating according to a fixed time period or planned
operational schedule. The burden on carrying operated under these conditions can be converted to a means charge (Fm), this is a charge that gives bearing the same life they would have under operating constant conditions. (1) Fluktuating has resigned the load means bearing, fm, for stepped loads calculated in formula (4.12). F1, F2....... The fn is the burden
acting on the bear; n1, n2 ...... nn and t1, t2....... Tn are speed to carry and operate times respectively. Fm = 〔 Σ(Female p n) 〕 1/p... (4.12) Σ (nor small) location: p = 3 To carry ball = 10/3 To roller carry A-24(3) Linear fluctuating the mean load, Fm, can be roughly by formula (4.14). Fm = Fmin + 2Fmax ... (4.14) 3 F1 FmF2 Fn nn tnn1 t1 t1 t1 n2t2 Fig. 4.8
Stepped Load Fig. 4.11 Sinusoidal Variable Load Fm Fm(t) 2to0 t figure. 4.9 Fluctuating load as function of time Fmax FM FM t Fig. 4.10 Linear load fluctuating (2) Continuously fluctuating Load where it is possible to express function F(t) in terms of load cycle and time t, the load is meant to get using formula (4.13). Fm = 〔 1 ∫ f(t) p d t 〕 1/p... (4.13)o
location: p=3 For carrying ball p = 10/3 For roller support fmax Fmax Fm(a)(b)(4)Sinusoidal fluctuating the mean load, fm, can be roughly by formula (4.15) and (4.16). case (a) Fm = 0.75Fmax...... (4.15) case (b) Fm = 0.65Fmax...... (4.16) 27. 4.4 Equivalent load 4.4.1 Dynamicly equivalent load When both energetic loads radial and dynamic loads act on a
bear at the same time, the hypothetical load acts on the center where the bearing provides the same lives as if they had only a charges or only an accurate charge call the equivalent dynamic charge. To carry radials, this load is expressed as load radial load load and is called dynamic the equivalent load. For push carry, it is expressed as the most accented
load, and is called dynamically the dynamic equivalent load. (1) Dynamically equivalent radial load the dynamic dynamic load equivalent load expressed by formula (4.17). Pr = XFr + YFa... (4.17) location, Pr: Dynamically equivalent load radial, N{kgf} fr: Actual radial load, N{kgf} Fa: Actual accent charge, N{kgf} X: Radial factor Y: Axial load factors factor the
values for X and Y are listed in the borne tables. (2) Dynamic load equivalent axes as a rule, standard dust bearing and a contact angle of 90° cannot bear radial load. However, self-lined roller thrust carries can accept some radial charges. The dynamic dynamic load is equivalent dynamic for what they bring to the formula (4.18). Do not = Fa+1.2Fr... (4.18)
Location, Not: Dynamic equivalent load equivalent, N{kgf} Fa: Actual accurate load, N{kgf} fr: Actual radial charge, N{kgf} Bay fr/far/far ≦ 0.55 only. 4.2 Static equivalent the static equivalent load is a hypothetical charge that would cause the same permanent total deformation at the most heavily stressed contact point between the rolling component and the
reassurance as under actual load conditions; which is when both static radial loads and static axle loads are simultaneously applied to the bear. To carry this hypothetical load radial refers to pure radio loads, and for dust bearing it refers to the loads of better axle centers. These burdens are designated static equivalent radial loads and equivalent static burdens
equivalent respectively. (1) Static equivalent radial charges for radial bearing the equivalent static load can be found using formula (4.19) or (4.20). The largest of the two result values is always taken for Por. Por = Xo Fr+ Are Fa... (4.19) Por = fr... (4.20) location, Por: Static equivalent radial load, N{kgf} fr: Actual radial load, N{kgf} Fa: Actual axial charges,
N{kgf} Xo: Static radial load factors: Static load factor values for Xo and Given in the respective carry tables. (2) Static equivalent load equivalent to spherical dust roller bearing the equivalent static load expressed by formula (4.21). Poa = Fa+2.7Fr... (4.21) Location, Poa: Static equivalent charge equivalent, N{kgf} Fa: Current acquisition charge, N{kgf} fr:
Actual radial charge, N{kgf} Bay fr/far/far ≦ 0.55 only. 4.4.3 Calculation of charges for carrying contact angular balls and typing roller support to bring angular contacts and roller typed bring pressure connections to connections (load center) located as shown in Fig. 4.12, and the values listed in the bearing tables. When radial burdens act on these types of
bearing the component force produces in the axle direction. For this reason, these carries are used in fear. For load calculations force this element to be taken into consideration and is expressed by formulas (4.22). Beacon = ..................... (4.22) Somewhere, Beacon: Force components Axial, N{kgf} fr: Radial load, N{kgf} Y: The Axial Load Factor dynamic
load is equivalent to these pairs brought to table 4.5. A-25 ● Bearing Load Calculation Fig. 4.12 Pressure connected apex with accurate component force a α Load center Far Fr Far A α 28. ● Bearing Calculation A-26 Y1 0.5Fr1 ≦ Y20.5Fr2 + Fa Y1 0.5Fr1 &gt; Y2.5Fr2 + Fa Y2 0.5Fr2 ≦ Y1 0.5Fr1 + Fa Y2.5Fr2 &gt; Y1 0.5Fr1 + Fa1 = Y2.5Fr2 + Fa = Y1
0.5Fr1 −Fa2 = Y1.5Fr1 + Fa1 = Y2.5Fr2 −Fa Far1 Front Front Fr2 Far Fr22 Fr1 Fr1 Fr2 Far2 Fr2 Far1 Farg1 Brg2 Brg2 Brg1 Brg1 Brg2 Brg2 Brg2 Brg2 Brg1 Axial Load Conditioning Arrangement Note 1 : Applies when preload is zero. 2: The radial forces in the opposite direction of the arrow in the above illustration are also considered positive. 3: Dynamically
equivalent radial charges are calculated by using the table on the right side of the size table in the accented load found for X and Y factors. Table 4.5 Bring accommodation and load equivalent to Dynamics 29. ● Bearing Calculation A-27 4.5 Brings lifetime rating and example charge calculation to example given in this section, for the purpose of calculation, all
hypothetical load factors as well as all calculated load factors can be presented to be included in the result load values. ―(Example 1) What is the rating life of the operational hour (L10h) for deep ball groove carrying 6208 operating at rotational speed we = 650 min-1, with a radial fr load of 3.2 KN {326 kfg} ? ― From formula (4.17) dynamic load to radial
equivalent: Pr = fr = 3.2kN { 326kgf } Staples Dynamic Rating To carry 6208 issued on page B-12 is 29.1kN {2970 kfg}, bumps where to bring the relative fn factor speed to our rotational speed = 650 min-1 from Figure 3.1 is fn = 0.37. Thus, life factor fh from formula (3.5) is: fh =fn Cr=0.37×29.1=3.36 Pr 3.2 Therefore, and fh=3.36 from Figure 3.1 the rated
lifetime, L10h, is approximately 19,000 hours. ―(E.G. 2) What is the L10h Rating lifetime for even carrying with conditions such as in Example 1, but with an additional axial load of 1.8kN {184 kgf } ? ― To find dynamic dynamic load value for Pr, factor load of X and load factors and Y axis. Basic Rating Load Static Cor for carrying 6208 grant of page B-12 is
17.8kN {1820 kgf} and false is 14.0k. Therefore: False‧Fa=14×1.8=1.42 Cor17.8 Calculated by the proportional interpolation method provided on page B-13, e=0.30. For charges of radial operating and accented charges: Fa = 1.8 = 0.56&gt;=0.30fr3.2 From page B-13 X = 0.56 and Y=1.44, and from formula (4.17) the equivalent load is radial, Pr, is:
Pr=XFr+YFa=0.56×3.2+1.43×1.8= 4.38kN{447kgf} From Fig. 3.1 with formula (3.1) the life factor, fh, is: fh=fn=0.37×29.1=2.46 Pr 4.38 therefore , and life factor = 2.46 , from Figure 3.1 lives to rated, L10h, apepre 7,500 edtan. ―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― (Egzanp 3) Detemine nimewo a model optimyom
pou yon roulo silendrik kote yo pote opere nan vites la rotasyonal = 450 min-1, ak yon FR chaj radyal nan 200 kN {20,400kgf}, epi ki dwe gen yon lavi (L10h) nan plis pase 20,000 edtan. ―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― Soti nan Fig. 3.1 fakte a lavi = 3.02 (L10h nan 20,000), ak fakte a vites fn = 0.46 (nou = 450
min-1). Pou jwenn rating a dinamik debaz dinamik, Cr, fomil (3.1) yo itilize. Cr = fh Pr = 3.02 ×200 fn 0.46 = 1,313kN {134,000kgf} Soti nan paj B-92, ki pi piti ke satisfe tout kondisyon yo se NU2336 (Cr = 1,380 kN {141,000kgf}). 30. Equally, the equivalent radial load for bearing@is: Fa@ ＝ 1.87 ＝0.45＜e＝0.36 Fr@ 4.18 Pr@ ＝ XFr@＋Y@ Fa@＝0.4×4.18
＋1.67×1.87 ＝4.79kN｛489kgf｝ From formula (3.5) and Fig. 3.1 the life factor, fh, for each bearing is fh1＝ fn Cr1 ＝0.293×54.5∕5.98＝2.67 Pr1 fh2＝ fn Cr2 ＝0.293×42.0∕4.79＝2.57 Pr2 Therefore: a2 ＝ 1.4（4T-tapered roller bearings shown in B-130) Lh1 ＝13,200×a2 ＝13,200×1.4 ＝18,480 hour Lh2 ＝11,600×a2 ＝11,600×1.4 ＝16,240 hour The
combined bearing life, Lh, from formula (3.3) is: 1 Lh＝ 〔 1 ＋ 1 〕 1/e Lh1 e Lh2 e 1 ＝ 〔 1 ＋ 1 〕 8/9 18,4809/8 16,2409/8 ＝9,330 hour ●Bearing Load Calculation A-28 70 100 170 150 Bearings2 (4T-32205) Bearings1 (4T-32206) Fig. 4.13 Spur gear diagram The gear load from formulas (4.2) , (4.3a) ak (4.4) se: Kt = 19.1×10 6 ‧H = 19,100×150 Dp‧n
150×2,000 = 9.55kN { 974kg } Kt‧tanα 9.55×tan20 ° = 3.48kN {355kgf} Kr = √Kt 2 + Ks 2 = √9.55 2 + 3.48 2 = 10.16kN {1,040kgf} charj yo radyal pou pote! and @ are: Fr1 ＝ 100 Kr ＝ 100 ×10.16＝5.98kN｛610kgf｝ 170 170 Fr2 ＝ 70 Kr＝ 70 ×10.16＝4.18kN｛426kgf｝ 170 170 0.5Fr1 ＝1.87＞ 0.5Fr2 ＝1.25 Y1 Y2 The axial loads for bearings!and@are:
Fa1 ＝0kN｛0kgf｝ Fa2 ＝ 0.5Fr1 ＝ 0.5×5.98 ＝1.87kN｛191kgf｝ Y1 1.60 From page B-129, the equivalent radial load for bearing !is: Fa1 ＝ 0 ＝0＜e＝0.37 Fr1 5.98 Pr1 ＝ Fr1＝5.98kN｛610kgf｝ ―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― (Example 4) The spur gear shown in Fig. 4.13 (pitch diameter Dp = 150 mm,
pressure angleα= 20˚) is supported by a pair of tapered roller bearings, 4T-32206 (Cr = 54.5 kN {5,600 kgf}) and 4T-32205 (Cr = 42 kN {4300 kfg}). Jwenn lavi Rating pou chak kote yo pote le yo transfere pouvwa H = 150 kW ak vites rotasyonal nou = 2,000 min-1. ―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 31. Se
ekivalan chaj radyal la, Pr, pou chak kondisyon opere yo te jwenn le li sevi avek fomil (4.17) epi yo montre nan Table 4.7. Paske tout vale yo pou Fri ak Fai soti nan tab yo pote yo pi gran pase Fa / Fr &gt; e = 0.18, X = 0.67, Y2 = 5.50. Pri = XFri + Y2 Fai = 0.67Fri + 5.50Fai soti nan fomil (4.12) chaj la vle di, Fm, se: Fm = 〔 Σ (Pri 10 / 3 ‧ni‧φi) 〕 3 / 10 =
48.1kN {4,906kgf} Σ (ni‧φi) A-29 ―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― (Egzanp 5) Jwenn chaj la vle di pou roulo esferik pote 23932 (La = 320 kN {33,000 kgf}) le opere anba kondisyon yo fluktuat yo montre nan Table 4.6. ―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― Kondisyon
Non. Operating time Radial Load Axial Load Revolution φi Fried % kN { kgf } min-1 1 5 1200 2 10 1000 3 60 800 4 4 1020 } 1 2} 1220 } 20 { 2040 } 250 { 2550 } 30 } 3060 } 4 { 408 } 612 } 714 } 104 { 1020 } kN { kgf } Table 4.6 Table 4.7 Conditions My name is equivalent to radial charge. PriN{ kgf } 1 2 3 4 5 17.7 { 1805 } 30.0 { 3060 } 46.4 { 4733 } 55.3 { 5641 }
75.1 { 7660 } ●Bearing Load Calc ― ―(E.G., 6) Finds the door value for lifetime rating and allows axial load when roller cylinders carry NUP312 is used under the following conditions: Provided that prohibits accent charges of oil and oil. Radial chaj Fr = 10kN {1,020kgf} Rotational vites nou = 2,000 min-1
―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― Radial chaj se: Pr = Fr = 10kN {1,020kgf} fakte a vites nan pote silendrik, fn, nan nou = 2,000 min-1, ki soti nan Table 3.1 fn = 〔 33.3 〕 3 / 10 = 0.293 2,000 fakte lavi, fh, soti nan fomil (3.4) fh = 0.293× 124 = 3.63 10 Se poutet sa lavi a rated debaz, L10h, ki soti nan Table 3.1
L10h = 500×3.63 10 / 3 ≒37,000 Ak pwochen, pemet chaj aks nan roulo silendrik yo montre nan paj B-79. In formula (1) of page B-79, based on NUP312 from Table 4 on page B-79, which = 0,065. dp = (60 + 130) / 2 = 95mm, n = 2,000 min-1 Take into consideration that access charges intent. dp‧n×10 4 = 19×10 4 In Fig. 1 on page B-79, dp ‧=19×10 4.
In the case of intrusion access charges, allow surface pressure in the mouth Pt=40 MPa. Therefore the payload is enabled accurate, Pt, these Pz = 0.065×60 2 ×40 = 9.360N {954kgf} Based on Table 4 of page B-79, it is within the limits of Fax &lt;0.4×10.000 = 4.000 N. Therefore, Pt &lt; 4.000 N{408 kgf}. 32. A-30 ● Dimensions and Bring Number Code 5.1
Bondary Dimensions A roll which brings greater dimensions, known as border dimensions, shown in Figs 5.1 - 5.3. International facilities carry interchanjeability and production bear economicality, where carrying boundary dimensions were standard by the International Standards Organization (ISO). In Japan, rolling out locations carrying boundary dimensions
is regulationd by Industrial Standard Jappene Industrial (JULY B 1512). The following standard boundary dimensions include: carrying diameter, outdoor diameter, width/height, and chamfer dimensions – all dimensions are important when you consider the compatibility of shabr, bearing, and housing. However, as general regulation, B φd φD r T r α E φd φD
φd1 φd φD1 r φD Fig. 5.1 Radial bearing (excluding roller-garment support) Fig 5.2 Type supports Fig. 5.3 Single direction dust carry Fig. 5.4 Dimensions series for carrying radials (except roller typed support; diameter series 7 was omitted) 82 8 0 183 83 08 0900 02 03 04 18 1910 11 12 12 29 28 20 21 22 23 24 38 30 31 32 32 3 48 49 40 40 41 42 58 59 50
68 69 60 2 3 4 5 6 8 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 Series Diameter Series Fig. 5.5 Dimensions series for roller typing support 5.6 Dimension series for thrust bearings (excluding diameter series 5) Diameter series 3 Width series 2 1 0 9 2 2 3 3 0 2 3 0 1 2 Radial bearings (excluding tapered roller bearings) Tapered roller bearings Thrust bearings number dimensions number
number dimensions 7, 8, 9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 8, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7, 9, 1, 2 small large small large small large 9, 0, 1, 2, 3 small large 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 small large 0, 1, 2, 3 Diameter series (outer diameter dimensions) Width series (width dimensions) Height series (height dimensions) Dimension series Reference diagram Diagram 5.4 Diagram 5.5 Diagram 5.6
dimensions small large bearing internal construction dimensions are not covered by these dimensions. Pou seri metrik woule pote gen 90 dyamet estanda fe (d) soti nan gwose soti nan 0.6mm - 2,500mm. Dimansyon dyamet eksterye (D) pou pote radyal ak dimansyon dyamet estanda yo kouvri nan seri a dyamet; dimansyon laje korespondan yo (B) yo kouvri
nan seri a laje. Paske, pouse pote pa gen okenn seri laje; olye de sa, dimansyon sa yo yo kouvri nan wote seri a. Se konbinezon an nan tout seri sa yo li te ye kom seri a dimansyon. Tout nimewo seri yo montre nan Table 5.1. Malgre ke anpil woulo pote dimansyon yo estanda, epi yo te ki nan lis isit la pou rezon ki nan Table 5.1 Dimansyon nimewo seri 70 71
72 73 74 90 90 192 93 94 10 11 12 13 14 22 23 24 24 2 3 4 7 9 1 2 Dimansyon Seri Heightseries 5. Dimansyon limit ak pote Kod Nimewo 33. A-31 ●Boundary Dimansyon ak Pote Nimewo Kod lavni estanda, gen anpil dimansyon pote dimansyon ki pa kounye a manifaktire. Dimansyon Limite pou pote radyal (eksepte pot roulo tape) yo montre nan tablo yo
tache. 5.2 Pote nimewo Woule pote nimewo pati endike kalite pote, dimansyon, tolerans, konstriksyon enten, ak lot espesifikasyon ki gen rapo. Bearing numbers are comprised of a (Bearing number examples) 6205ZZC3 ∕2AS Shell Alvania S2 grease Radial internal clearance C3 Shielded (both) Nominal bore diameter 25mm Diameter series 2 Deep groove
ball bearing 240∕750BK30 Type B Bore diameter 750mm Dimension series 0 Width series 4 Spherical roller bearing 7012BDB ∕GMP6 Tolerances JIS Class 6 Medium preload Back-to-back duplex arrangement Contact angle 40° Nominal bore diameter 60mm Dimension series 0 Angular contact ball bearing 51120L1P5 Tolerances JIS Class 5 High
strength, machined brass cage Nominal bore diameter 100mm Diameter series 1 Height series 1 Thrust ball bearing NU3 20G 1C3 Radial internal clearance C3 High strength machined brass rivetless cage with square holes Nominal bore diameter 100mm Dimension series 3 Cylindrical roller bearing NU type 4T−30208 Nominal bore diameter 40mm Diameter
series 2 Width series 0 Tapered roller bearing Spec. 4T 23034BD1 Lubrication hole/lubrication groove (when outer diameter is less than 320mm) Type B diameter 170mm Dimension Series 0 Width series 3 spherical roll carrying Diameter Bore: type inner ratio ring, standard ratio 1:30 core number followed by extra codes. The macro is with order of bringing
the numbers shown in Table 5.2. The basic number indicates general information about a bearing location, such as its fundamental type, limited dimension, serial number, diameter code and contact angle. Extra codes are from prefix and suffix that indicate the tolerance of a bearing, internal clearances, and related specifications. 34.34. ● Boundary
Dimensions and Bringing String Number A-32 Table 5.2 Where to bring composition numbers and arrangements to bring a pit series code (string type 6) 68 69 60 62 62(1)(1)(1)(0)(0)(0) (0) (0) (0) 69 60 62 63(1)(1)(1)(0)(0)(0)68 69 60 62 63(1)(1)(1)(0)(0)(0)68 69 66 0 62 63(1)(1)(1)(0)(0)(0)68 60 62 62(1)(1)(1)(0)(0)(0)68 60 62 62(1)(1) (1) (0) (0) 68 69 60 62
63 (1) (1) (1 0) Width / Height Series Diameter Series 8 9 0 2 3 Bring seriSupmentary prefix code 4T: ET: E:EA:TAM:F : N:M:5S:HL:ECO:LH:TS3:TS4:4From Roll Carry roller ETs prevented roller supporting ET+special heat treatments borne using hard cases where steel bearing steel made of nutride-treated steel hard borne of steel Nitride-treated (SUJ3)
Carrying special steel-treated carry (SUJ3) stainless steel carrying high speed carries high speed carrying plate where carrying roller components carrying HL roller HL bearing ECO-Top drawn doors made of carrying steel that gives long life in temperature that high temperatures up to 250°C Dimension stabilized bearing for high temperature use (250°C)
Stabilized bearing for high temperature use (rate of 200°C) Sizing stabilized bearing for high temperature use (rate 250°C) Basic Dimension series code Special application/material/heat treatment code Angular contact ball bearings (type code 7) 78 79 70 72 73(1)(1)(1)(0)(0)8 9 0 2 3 Self-aligning ball bearings (type code 1.2) 12 13 22 23(0)(0)(2)(2)2 3 2 3
Cylindrical roller bearings (type NU, N, NF, NNU, NN, etc.) NU10 NU2 NU22 NU3 NU23 NU4 NNU49 NN30 1 (0) 2 (0) 2 (0) 4 3 0 2 2 3 3 4 9 0 Tapered roller bearings (type code 3) 329X 320X 302 322 303 303D 313X 323 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 2 9 0 2 2 3 3 3 3 Spherical roller bearings (type code 2) 239 230 240 231 241 222 232 213 223 3 3 4 3 4 2 3 1 2 9 0 0 1 1 2 2
3 3 Single direction thrust ball bearings (type code 5) 511 512 513 514 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 Cylindrical roller thrust bearings (type code 8) 811 812 893 1 1 9 1 2 3 Spherical thrust roller bearings (type code 2) 292 293 294 9 9 9 2 3 4 Bore diameter code Contact angle code bore diameter mmCode /0.6 /1.5 /2.5 1 9 00 01 02 03 /22 /28 /32 04 05 06 88 92 96/ 500 /
530 / 560 / 2,360 / 2,500 ⋮ ⋮ 0.0. 6 1.5 2.5 19 10 12 15 17 22 28 32 20 20 25 30 440 460 480 500 530 560 2,360 2,50 ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ Contact Angles 11(A)B(B)C(B)C Standard Contact Angles 30° Standard contact 40°C Standard contact angle 15° Contact angle on 1°A / including 17° Contact angle on 17°C / including 24° angle on 24° A / including 32° Angular
contact carry brings 1 string into() are not shown in nominal numbers. Note: Please consult NTN engineering regarding carrying series code, and extra prefix / suffix code not listed in the table above .35. ●Boundary Dimensions and Carry Code Number A-33 U: Internationally interchangeable roller roll type support R: Non-internationally interchangeable roller
bearing ST:Low roller cutting torque carry HT:High axis load use cylinder roller bring internal modification code cage Cord Sealing/Shield external code setup Duplex Arrangement Code Tolerance L1: High Strength, Brass Cage Machine F1: Carbon Carbon Cage G1: High Strength Brass Cage Sheet With Also Square, G2: Pin Type Cage J: Pressed Cage
Steel T2: Plastic Cage Mold LLB: Sealed Tires Saddle Tires Sealed (Non-Contact) LLU: Synthetic Tires Sealed (Type Contact) LLH: Tire Synthetic Saddle (Low-Torque Type) ZZ: Steel Shield K: Tapeed Inside Ring Report, Standard Report 1: 12 K30 : Tapeed frame ring frame, standard report report 1:30 N : With groove ring NR: With rings cutting D: With oil
hole D1: Lubrication hole/lubrication groove DB: Back-to-back DF arrangement: Face-to-face DT arrangement: Hearing Arrangement D2: Two matching, bringing pairs G:Terrain Flush+α:Spacer(α=standard width dimensions standard spaced)C2:C2:Clearance internal less than normal (CN): Normal clearance C3: Clearance Internal greater than normal C4:
Clearance Internal greater than C3 C5: Clearance Internal greater than C4 CM: Radial internal clearance for electric motor usage / GL: Preload / GN light: Normal preload / GM: Average preload / GH: Heavily preload P6: LET Grade 6 P5: SET Class 5 P4: Class 4 P2: RIGHT Grade 2 2 : ABMA Grade 2 3: ABMA Grade 3 0: ABMA Grade 0 00: ABMA class
00/2AS : Shell Alvania S2 fat / 3AS: Shell Alvania S3 fat / 8A: Shell Alvania EP2 fat / 5K: MULTEMP SRL / LX11 : Barierta JFE552 / LP03: fat thermosetting (fat for poly-lub-lub poly-lubrication code Extra string Internal suffix clearance/preload code 1 36. A-35● Tolerance6.1 Dimension accuracy and running accuracy carry tolerance or dimension accuracy and
run accuracy, are precision settled by ISO and A LE 1514 standards (rolling tolerance). For dimensional accuracy, prescriminate these standards prescript the necessary tolerance when installing carry on shamb or housing. Run accuracy is defined as the limits allowed for carrying runout during operation. Precision dimension accuracy constitution values
acceptable for diameter bothers, outward diameter diameter, assemble bearing width, and perform uniform diameter as seen in chamfer dimensions, enabling internal deviation rings to bother with form errors. Also included, medium made variation diameter, variation diameter outdoor, average outdoor diameter diameter, as well as wide reassignment and
variation height (for bearing diameters). Run precision run precision constitution values acceptable for inner eksterye bag radyal runout ak aksyal runout, enterye bag bo runout, ak eksterye bag dyamet runout. Pemet woule woule tolerans yo te etabli dapre klas presizyon. Le ou pote presizyon spesyal kom 6 klas 6, klas 5, klas 4, oswa klas 2, ak presizyon ki
ap monte soti nan presizyon odine ki endike pa klas 0. Tablo 6.1 endike ki estanda ak klas presizyon yo aplikab nan kalite yo pote pi gwo. Tablo 6.2 montre yon konparezon relatif ant 1514 estanda presizyon B 1514 ak lot estanda. Pou pi gwo detay sou limit pemet ak vale, al gade nan Tablo 6.3 - 6.8. Pemet vale pou dimansyon chanmer yo montre nan Table
6.9, ak limit pemet ak vale pou radyal pote radyal anmede bag yo montre nan Table 6.10. Table 6.1 Bearing types and applicable tolerance Table 6.2 Comparison of tolerance classifications of national standards Bearing type Deep groove ball bearings Spherical roller thrust bearings Thrust ball bearings Spherical roller bearings Tapered roller bearings
Cylindrical roller bearigns Self-aligning ball bearings Angular contact ball bearings Needle roller bearings Applicable standard Tolerance class Tolerance table metric Inch J series JIS B 1514 (ISO492) JIS B 1514 ANSI/ABMA Std.19 ANSI/ABMA Std.19.1 JIS B 1514 (ISO199) class 0 class 0 class 0 class 0 class 0 class 0 class 0,6X class 4 class K class 0 class
0 class 6 class 6 class 6 class 6 class 6 class 2 class N class 6 class 5 class C class 3 class 5 class 5 class 5 class 5 class 5 class 4 class 4 class 4 class 4 class 4 class 0 class B class 4 class A class 00 class 2 class 2 class 2 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ーーーー ーーー Table 6.3 Table 6.4 Table 6.5 Table 6.6 Table 6.7 Table 6.8 Standard Applicable standerd
Japanese industrial standard (JIS) Tolerance Class Bearing Types Class 0,6X Class 6 Class 2 International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Deutsches Institut fur Normung(DIN) American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Class 5 Class 4JIS B 1514 ISO 492 ISO 199 ISO 578 ISO 1224 DIN 620 ANSI/ABMA Std.20 ANSI/ABMA Std.19.1 ANSI/ABMA
Std.19 Normal class Class 6X Class 6 Class 6 Class N Class 2 Normal Class Class 4 P0 ABEC-1 RBEC-1 Class K Class 4 Class 5 Class 4 Class 2 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 0 Class 00 Class 5A Class 4A Class C Class B Class A Class 3 Class 0 Class 00 ABEC-3 RBEC-3 ABEC-5 RBEC-5 ABEC-7 ABEC-9 P6 P5 P4 P2 ー ーー ー ー All type Radial
bearings Thrust ball bearings Tapered roller bearings (Inch series) Precision instrument bearings All type Radial pote (Eksepte sipo roulo tape) Sipo roulo Tapeed (Seri Metric) Tepered pote roulo (seri pous) Ameriken Medsin kote yo pote Asosyasyon Manifakti a (ABMA) 1 1 ABEC aplike pou pote boul ak RBEC pou pote roulo. Not 1: DWA B 1514, ISO 492
ak 1999, ak DIN 620 gen menm nivo espesifikasyon. 2: Tolerans ak pemet nan JIS B 1514 se yon ti kras diferan de sa yo ki nan estanda ABMA. 6. Kote yo pote Tolerans ● Bearing Tolerance A-36 Table 6.3 Tolerance of Radial Bearing (Except Supported Roller) Table 6.3(1) Inside Table Rings 6.3(2) Opening Rings Nominal Diameter mm On Highlights.
Tolerance dimension of mean diameter of airplane ∆ Bore diameter VDP 1 Dimensional Difference ∆d in diameter iron to apply for Class 4 and 2 is the same as tolerance of dimensional difference ∆dmp in the average diameter done. However, the dimension difference is applied to series diameter series 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 against Grade 4, and throughout the
diameter range against Grade 2. 4 1 1 high 1 high low grade lowlow class lowlow class 0 class 6 class 5 class 4 class 2 diameter series 9 c Class 0 Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 2 max diameter series 0.1 Class 0 Class 6 Class 65 Class 4 Class 2 max diameter series 2.3.4 Class 0 Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 2 max 0.6 2.5 10 18 30 50 80 120 150 180 250
315 400 500 630 800 1 000 1 250 1 600 2.5 10 18 30 50 80 120 150 180 250 315 400 500 630 800 1 000 1 250 1 600 2 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ー ー ー ー ー 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー -5 -5 -5 -6 -8 -9 -10 -13 -13 -15 -18 -23 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー -4 -4 -4 -5 -6
-7 -8 -10 -10 -12 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 -4 -5 -7 -7 -8 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー -8 -8 -8 -10 -12 -15 -20 -25 -25 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 -75 -100 -125 -160 -200 -7 -7 -7 -8 -10 -12 -15 -18 -18 -22 -25 -30 -35 -40 ー ー ー ー ー 10 10 10 13 15 19 25 31 31 38 44 50 56 63 ー ー ー ー ー 9 9 9 10 13
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